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News from the FTE-Office 05/2020

Preface
Dear FTE-Colleagues

The current crisis forced us to call off the FTE B conferences for freight and passenger traffic
from 23.03.2020 – 03.04.2020 and substitute with online meetings. And as the virus
remains, even if it seems that the situation is slowly getting better, it is highly probable that
we must also move the FTE C and D conferences to the web. Information on this will follow
in the next few days.

Of course, a web-based solution cannot substitute an on-site conference, because not only
the meetings are important, but also the personnel contact and the uncomplicated solution-
finding during coffee- and lunchbreaks. In this sense we hope to see you again in Ljubljana
next year.

Beside the conferences we from the FTE office had two priorities in the last few months:

· TTR (timetabling and capacity management redesign)

· The support of the standardisation of IT-systems, processes and communications.

In the TTR topic we feel on the one hand a strong urge to implement a market-oriented
capacity management as soon as possible and on the other hand we see the obstacles
when it comes to details and costs.

FTE contributes constructively (and critically) to the new approach of RNE with new
European pilots within the migration concept. As RNE now wants to push the
implementation, we will have to organize ourselves well and to speak with one voice.
Therefore, we have developed the platform “TTR RU Core Team”, to which all RUs are
invited to participate.

In the field of the support of European-wide standardisation our main focus is TOM (train
object modelling in the framework of TAF/TAP-TSI), the further evolution of PCS and the
development of an own FTE IT-strategy, which should answer what you as member need
centralized and harmonized on an European level, also (but not only) in a future TTR-IT-
landscape. In this field we have with the Working Group IT, the Working Group TOM and
the FTE RU PCS Group several platforms to work on the RU needs.

Edgar Schenk
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Current Information
Thorsten Dieter appointed to DB Cargo Management Board

Thorsten Dieter, Head of the Commission for Freight Traffic and Executive Board Member
FTE was also appointed to the DB Cargo Management Board. Starting May 1, 2020, he will
take over as head of the new Service Design and Control Division.

Thorsten Dieter, an industrial engineer, has held
management positions at DB Cargo for over 15 years,
most recently as the head of the Service Design
department. The aim of his newly created division is
to develop fast, reliable and appealing service options
for customers in Germany and abroad. The division
will also work to make single wagonload transport a
more attractive green alternative to road transport.
We congratulate Thorsten Dieter on his new role!

We are looking forward to continuing to work with Thorsten in the Executive Board of FTE.
Together with Wolfgang Fritz, he gives freight transport an important voice in our association
and in the important topic of TTR.

Marisa Emery

FTE Plenary Assembly 2020

Extraordinary times request extraordinary solutions – therefore due to the current Covid-19
pandemic, FTE’s Plenary Assembly will for the first time ever be held as an online meeting.
It will take place on the 10th of June, starting at 09:00 on Microsoft Teams. In order to not
have too many online meetings, and to deal with topics where physical presence is
beneficial for discussion, the Commissions for Freight and Passenger Traffic have been
postponed and will be scheduled in November together with a second Plenary Assembly
(24. – 25.11.2020). We are looking forward to hearing you online and seeing you hopefully
as soon as possible in person again.

Fabian Hunkeler
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Working Groups
Joint Working Group Passenger, Freight and IT

On the 6th of May 2020 the first joint Working Group meeting of Passenger, Freight and IT
took place – main discussion points were FTE’s IT strategy, where the groups propose to
cover path planning (according to steps in TTR) and a coordinated data use, but shall for
the time being not cover train operations, and neither the IT parts of TTR’s RU modules
(capacity needs announcement, train harmonisation and path request management).
For these a three-step approach was discussed: standardised content, standardised
electronic format, common IT support check. Besides, the TTR Migration Concept was
discussed (see editorial) and how to proceed with commercial conditions – there the aim is
to create a common RU position, and constructively support the new migration concept.
Additional topics were the way forward with TOM and the proceedings with the Plenary
Assembly and Commissions meetings in the face of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Fabian Hunkeler

Working Group Freight

Temporary Capacity Restrictions (TCRs)

The FTE Working Group for Freight Traffic prepared TCR use cases for the meeting of the
Subgroup Annex VII of the RU Dialogue (leaded by European Rail Freight Association –
ERFA) with the European Commission (DG MOVE) on 5 February 2020 to have a better
picture of how Annex VII was implemented in Europe. The process is often adhered to, but
depending on the country there are some issues, such as timelines are not according to a
European standard. FTE Office and some members of FTE participate in these meetings.

The Subgroup was also asked to provide an overview of existing good practices regarding
the implementation of the provisions of Annex VII. The participants of the Subgroup believe
that the existing legal framework provides a good basis for the proper coordination of TCRs,
subject to a uniform and committed implementation of its provisions. There are currently
several good cases of coordination between national IMs, but this needs to be increased in
the years ahead. Such good practices should be rolled out across all Member States where
possible. The Annex VII Subgroup believes that the coordination of TCRs, and subsequently
reducing any impacts they may have on freight traffic, should first be attempted under the
existing legal framework.

On 21 January 2020 the meeting of the FTE Working Group for Freight Traffic took place in
Basel. Besides pre-discussion of next day’s Joint Commissions, the group discussed that
the creation of the FTE working programme for the Coordination Conferences in Freight
Traffic (FTE B/D) became challenging - too many requests for meetings and limited
attendance of delegations makes it mathematically impossible to continue with the current
system. The group decided that for the Coordination Conferences FTE B in March and FTE
D in July a new programme approach shall be tested:- With long and short conference slots
for new traffic or existing traffic «status quo»-

«Status quo» requests must be mentioned in registration for meetings

«Status quo» requests will be second priority and must be treated in the plenary hall bi-
multilaterally by RUs and IMs or in writing form.

A short virtual meeting of the FTE Working Group for Freight Traffic took place on 07 May
2020. The group discussed experiences during the online Conference FTE B and the
possibilities how the FTE D conference could be held (further information below in this
newsletter). Also, experiences and feedbacks on path request processing during COVID-19
were collected. The participants confirmed that there were no problems in ordering
international train paths. In addition, the discussion among the involved participants showed
that the progress and test results of the TTR pilots are very modest.

Peter Jäggy
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Working Group Passenger

On the 13th of February, the Working Group Passenger took place in Zürich Altstetten.
Stéphane Faivre Rampant presented the Feedback from the RUAG Meeting that was held
one day prior. Especially noteworthy were the Use cases regarding the Implementation of
Annex VII and some good practice examples from RUs. Additionally, the state of play TTR
was discussed, further information on this topic can be found in the following chapter. TTR
will likely also influence the positioning of the FTE conferences in the annual timetabling
process. All participants were asked to provide their proposals regarding the scheduling in
a short workshop sequence – most agreed that FTE should still take place in January,
whereas FTE B and C may probably need to be advanced 2 weeks.

The last topic discussed were FTE’s IT projects. Focus was especially on PCS, and the
cooperation method between FTE and RNE regarding IT developments, and the procedures
for the evaluation of future change requests. FTE will create a core group for this, and work
with specialists from the RUs in order to ensure that the right change requests will be
implemented.

Another working group for passenger traffic took place as a short telco on the 7th of May.
The group discussed about the possibilities how the FTE C/D conferences could be held
(further information on the specific topic below in this newsletter), and the experiences  with
Path request processes during Covid-19 and experiences from the pilots. The path requests
have, despite the pandemic and the limitations this has inflicted on all of us, worked relatively
well, but there is some concern about potential delays. The results from the pilots showed,
that there are still many open issues, such as not enough capacity for freight RUs, which
leads them to still order paths in annual planning, and a lack of willingness to coordinate
traffic by IMs.

Fabian Hunkeler

Working Group IT

Shaping FTEs way into digital work is the task of the Working Group IT. “Supported” by
current travel bans, the WG IT shifted all 2020 meetings to bi-weekly online workshops.

Main task in 2020 is drafting the FTE IT Strategy. As intermediate step so far, the WG IT
will propose to the Plenary Assembly in June the functional scope (focussing on topics
related to train and path planning in line with TTR and the coordinated use of data), the
strategic approaches to these elements (create and/or influence common standards as a
basis and check the use of enhanced existing IT) and a generic architecture.

Additional work is done on creating the Cooperation Agreement with RNE on joint IT
developments which shall set the formal ground e.g. for Change Requests in PCS and the
organisation of EU co-funding. The agreement shall be signed after Plenary Assembly
agreement.

It became again obvious that a close link between business and IT is necessary, for which
the Joint Working Groups Passenger, Freight and IT were (and will continue to be)
organised.

The WG IT also cares about day to day questions from TAF/TAP and TTR IT and will
continue with regular online meetings, as these allow quick reactions on these ongoing
topics too.

All members are welcomed to join the FTE WG IT. With freight participation being on a
stable level, we would like to encourage especially passenger RUs to participate. Get in
touch with Sebastian Naundorf for any questions.

Sebastian Naundorf
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News from our Projects
TTR

Overall

A new and very important task within TTR is the elaboration of a migration concept. Work
for this is currently in progress under the lead of RNE. Together with the heads of the
timetable departments of the different European IMs, RNE pushes the work here in order to
be able to get funds from the European Commission (mainly for the necessary IT on the IM-
side).

The core of the concept is to have in several countries, where the market pressure is high,
more pilots as a stepwise way to a full implementation in due time, same as in other topics
within TTR FTE fights for a better integration of RUs / FTE.

The TTR Steering Committee agreed on the structure and the inclusion of FTE as voice of
RUs on all levels of the organisation. But it must be said that the new organisation will be
IM/RNE-dominated and therefore it is extremely important for us as RU community to
organise ourselves well. We will use the TTR RU Core Team to discuss issues and find joint
positions. There will be an information on the Plenary Assembly FTE in June.

As many things within the migration concept are currently vague (e.g. which pilots will come
and when) and some issues remain unsolved (e.g. Commercial conditions) we will closely
support a clear an RU-friendly implementation of the concept and coordinate our efforts.
The future will show if the RU needs are considered accordingly. If not, we will find other
ways to make our voice heard.

Normal work in TTR continues in cooperation with CIT and RNE. As example, the concept
on hybrid trains (using paths on TTR managed infrastructure AND using path on
conventionally managed infrastructure) is worked on, detailed process descriptions are
created and roles and responsibilities for the new process are clarified.

Edgar Schenk

Commercial Conditions

Whereas the common RNE-FTE work on Commercial Condition is paused, the TTR RU
Core Team has met again in April and managed to find a common agreement regarding a
common European timeline for commercial conditions. This is a great step forward in a very
controversial topic and shows that unity among RUs is possible. The next aim is now to find
a common agreement regarding incentive fees and then finding a compromise with IMs.
The RU Core Team will continue to meet bi-weekly to ensure RUs points of view are being
considered in the TTR program.

Fabian Hunkeler
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TOM

RU-IM Communication in Path Management

Since February 2020 a Small Working Group composed by RUs and IMs under the lead of
FTE Office has been defining a common standardized solution at European level for the
technical data exchange RU-IM in Path Management Process under the TAF-TAP umbrella.
For now, two rough models for satisfying the requirements have been designed and are
evaluated by IT-experts. Furthermore, the small Working Group is working on a solution for
having a stable Train-ID from planning until the end of operations.

The target: define one common model agreed by both RUs and IMs in order that all actors
of the sector will apply the same standard for submitting Path Request using the TAF/TAP
communication.

Matteo Soldini

PCS

RU Change Requests for PCS

In February 2020 a new procedure for defining RU change requests related to PCS
developments was put in place by FTE Office within the framework of the new cooperation
agreement to be approved by the Plenary Assembly and signed by FTE and RNE in summer
2020. As supporting bodies for executing all the tasks an FTE RU PCS Core-Team and an
FTE RU PCS Group composed by 7 RUs in Passenger and 7 RUs in Freight were created
as sub-group of WG FTE IT.

From 16 March until 15 April all RUs Passenger and Freight Traffics (FTE members) had
the opportunity to express their requirements for improving the usability of PCS. Despite the
very busy work period in March, at the end of this first phase 41 change requests were
collected and prioritised before asking RNE to submit an offer to FTE-Office.

Next steps:

On 20 May, FTE RU PCS Group will evaluate the RNE Offer and address a recommendation
to WG FTE IT which will prepare a final proposal to be submitted to FTE Plenary Assembly.

The final decision about the change requests to be financed by the FTE Community and
implemented in PCS in 2020 for preparing TT 2022 will be taken by FTE Plenary Assembly
on 10 June 2020.

If you are interested in further information about any of these projects please contact the
FTE Office

Matteo Soldini,
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FTE Conferences
FTE A Passenger Traffic, 14.01.-17.01.2020

At the coordination conference FTE A Passenger Traffic which was held from 14 to 17
January 2020 in Ljubljana (Slovenia) 115 production and timetabling experts from 24
European countries participated.

The main objectives of this first conference in 2020 were on the one hand to finalize the
harmonization of the international offering concepts for the timetable 2021 between the
railway undertakings (RU) and on the other hand to prepare the requests for feasibility
studies of the international passenger trains, which were submitted on Monday 20 January
2020 to the Infrastructure Managers (IM) by the Path Coordination System (PCS). The RUs
created 1409 PCS dossiers in total, 156 more than for tt2020. The IMs will now carry out
the path feasibility studies from 21 January till 16 March. Following the outcomes of these
path feasibility studies will serve as the basis for the coordination conference FTE B from
31 March to 03 April 2020.

The IMs acted at the FTE A coordination conference as advisors and thus they gained an
overview of the capacity requirements to be expected of the RU for the timetable 2021.

For the very first time the participants worked according to the newly established working
programme and used the new version of the system PCS called “Envelope concept”.

A moment of silence was held during the plenary meeting for our dear colleague, friend and
great railway man Matthias Lück (DB Fernverkehr), who tragically passed away on 3
October after a very short illness. He played and assumed an essential role in the
development of our association, since the beginning, he contributed by his know-how and
especially by his social and professional skills recognized by all, to forge what the FTE is
today. Matthias worked assiduously in many working groups for the benefit of all FTE
members, in the interest of the whole railway sector.

FTE B Passenger and Freight traffic, 22.03.2020 – 03.04.2020

No physical FTE B Conferences due to Coronavirus for the first time in 75 years!

The last few weeks have been unprecedented for all of us, to say the least.

Mass gatherings and events around the world were cancelled by authorities, companies
have declared travel bans for their employees, flights were being cancelled and airports
closed due to the Coronavirus. In the meantime, the measures are already going much
further, most countries are in lockdown and public life is paralyzed. After almost 75 years it
was the first time that we had to cancel the FTE B Freight and Passenger Traffic
Coordination Conferences which were supposed to take place at Grand Hotel Union in
Ljubljana.

However, FTE B Freight and Passenger Traffic was replaced by many virtual meetings via
video conference tools like Skype, Teams, Webex etc. and FTE provided a tool called for
the people who could not access any of the other platforms.

After sending out an experience survey to all participants, it was clear that people think that
it is still necessary and crucial for the results to meet in person. 88.9% would like to continue
meeting face to face, and viral conditions permitting, FTE will ensure this possibility.

The difficulties were technical issues like poor audio quality; delay of meetings, flood of e-
mails and that it was not possible to solve problems out of the official meetings. The obvious
upside to attend remotely is the reduction of travel time and cost.
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FTE C Passenger and FTE D Freight traffic, 06.07 – 10.07.2020

Since it is hard to predict whether FTE C/D Conferences can take place onsite we are
considering different options, depending on the status of the pandemic and which borders
are open.

Option 1: a hybrid conference could be possible where the people that can travel to Ljubljana
do so and the others attend via video conference

Option 2: we will search for a different venue in another location that is easier to travel to

Option 3: if traveling won’t be possible by July, we will have another virtual conference where
every participant attends the meetings remotely.

Our top priority will always be the health and safety of our participants.

Marisa Emery
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Next meetings with FTE participation

Date Topic Location FTE-Office participant

Meetings 2020
09.06 FTE Commissions Passenger/Freight Postponed All

20.05 FTE RU PCS Group Online Matteo, Fabian

10.06 FTE Plenary Assembly Online All

16.06 – 18.06 Working Group IT Online Fabian, Sebastian

06.07 – 09.07 FTE D Freight Traffic Possibly Online Marisa, Fabian

07.07 – 09.07 FTE C Passenger Traffic Possibly Online Marisa, Fabian

08.09 CMAG TT Zürich TBD

08.09 – 09.09 Working Group IT Zürich Sebastian, Fabian

06.10 – 07.10 Working Group Freight TBD Peter, Sebastian

13.10 – 15.10 Working Group IT TBD Sebastian, Fabian

24.11 FTE Commissions Passenger/Freight Bern All

25.11 FTE Plenary Assembly (extraordinary) Bern All
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Who are we?

FTE Office contact: info@forumtraineurope.eu

Edgar Schenk
100%
Managing Director FTE

Topics:
Managing the organisation,
representation within the
executive board, TTR,
Communication and
exchange platforms

Sebastian Naundorf
100%
Senior Project Manager

Topics:
TTR, Working Groups
Passenger, Freight and IT,
FTE IT

Matteo Soldini
100%
Senior Project Manager

Topics:
PCS, TOM, TAF TAP TSI,
Working Group Passenger

Marisa Emery
70%
Event and Admin. Manager

Topics:
FTE Conferences, general
administration,
communication

Fabian Hunkeler
80%
Project Manager

Topics:
TTR, PCS, Communication,
internal organisation, FTE
Conferences, Working
Groups Passenger and IT

Peter Jäggy
50%
Senior Project Manager

Topics:
TTR National
Implementations liaison,
Finance and accounting,
Working Group Freight,
TCR

Executive Board

Stephan Pfuhl
SBB Holding

President

Maurizio Capotorto
Trenitalia Passaggieri

Vice President

Thorsten Dieter
DB Cargo Germany

Head of the Commission for Freight
Traffic

Catherine Perrinelle
SNCF Voyageurs

Head of the Commission for
Passenger Traffic

Wolfgang Fritz
Rail Cargo Austria

Board Member

mailto:info@forumtraineurope.eu

